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Europop with and 80's flair. 13 MP3 Songs POP: with Electronic Production, POP: 80's Pop Details: Who

is Entropy64, you say? Better yet, what is Entropy64? Two years ago, these unique individuals decided to

pool their ideas, influences and talent to form Entropy64. Since then, they've been writing, recording and

performing their own brand of Euro/Techno/Pop music to rave reviews. Combining elements of European

Dance music, this new and excitingly different sound will get your blood pumping and your body moving.

Entropy64 is an act that is equally at home in a dance club or on stage in an arena. Heated grooves and

a sensual vocal style create the perfect dance mode with an added intimacy to the music that creates a

very personal experience for the listener. Although there is a conscious effort to constrain their music to

the Euro pop style, Entropy64 gives every song its own personality. CC's vocals twist and weave their

way through a melange of artfully crafted grooves which take advantage of Jim and Shane's expansive

arsenal of vintage and modern keyboards in their Pro Tools based studio, adding a sense of mystery to

the emotionally infused melodies. Live musicians entice the listener to feel the songs as well as hear

them. The band has been active in distributing their own recordings from the very beginning on the

internet. Their music can be heard and downloaded from Entropy64's website entropy64.com, and the

popularity of their recordings on various new music and MP3 sites show that their growing fan base truly

appreciates their innovative music. They have been featured on the FOX and CBS television networks.

Nashville Lifestyles magazine called the "Nashville's Newest Export." They have been nominated for best

synthpop band of 2001 on Electrogrargen.net. Fans at their shows and on the Internet agree, Entropy64

is pure fun and "we can't stop listening!"
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